WESTERN CAPE AEROBATICS - League 6

FREEEZZZZING
morning
TMFC

3 JULY

very cold start to
“
the morning gave way
to warm, clear blue
skies and some really
good flying

”
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11 entries and
Judges braved
the extreme cold
at Tygerberg
flying club. As
water dripped
from the shade
cloth only to
make ice on the
wing of Stuarts’
Mystery.

It was no Mystery in the
Sportsman class to see
Michael winning again
ahead of Jacques and
Maurice.

third rounds but Michael
just had the upper hand
with a personal best score
in round three. His smooth
flying paid off.

Once again Maurice had
engine issues on his first
round but managed to sort it
out for the next two rounds
and produced two very good
scores, not quite in to the
sixties but I sure he will and
the next round.

The Advanced class next
season is going to be a
real cracker with Michael
and Jacques joining in and
Cobus had better watch out.

Jacques improved all day
and showed some really
good flying scoring high
sixties in his second and

Yes Cobus had better
watch out, not only to the
Sportsman pilots but to the
Advanced regulars as well.
Jacques scoring high fifties
and low sixties is improving
at every competition.

Mike as well, scoring high
fifties as well. Both I am
sure with a bit more practice
will soon be on the heals of
Cobus. Peter was a lonely
fourth, still finding the
Envision and electric hard to
get used too.
But in the end, Cobus was
the clear winner, winning all
three rounds.
The four regular Masters
pilots had rather a close
battle on round one. Stuart
and Ernie making silly
mistakes behind Neil and
round one winner Rodney.
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Neil was now flying his Passport got
it all together for the second round
and was ahead of Stuart, Ernie and
Rodney. Rodney not feeling his best
tried to convince the others, that was
why his scores got worse but we didn’t
listen.
The third round was lead by Neil until
the very last flight of the day, when
Stuart produce a great flight to win
the round. He is slowly getting used
to the Mystery and is getting closer to
the seventies each time out.
The day produced some really great
flying and high scores for all the
pilots, smooth and graceful is the key
to getting high scores.
Thanks to Martin and Bernus for
sitting out in the cold and to the
members of TMFC for allowing the
event to take place.
Next event is League round 7 at HRF,
31 July only three weeks before the
Western Province Championships.

FINAL
%			
SPORTSMAN					
Michael Borcherds
64.77
62.27
71.14
67.95
1
Jacques Borman
57.73
64.77
68.86
66.82
2
Maurice Grapendaal 11.14
57.80
56.36
57.08
3
ADVANCED
Cobus Malan
64.06
65.33
70.87
68.10
1
Jacques Botha
51.43
61.30
58.04
59.67
2
Mike Rabeling
3.91
57.80
58.37
58.09
3
Peter Aldridge
50.43
42.39
0
46.41
4
MASTERS
Neil Allen
62.25
70.00
66.33
68.17
1
Stuart Nix
61.08
67.25
67.11
67.18
2
Ernie Smith
61.56
64.25
60.33
62.90
3
Rodney Potter
62.83
61.50
57.43
62.17
4
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